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Abstract

The evolution of libraries through three stages –modernization, automation and digitization- is analysed. A formula is presented to evaluate the importance of libraries to our society, and it is applied both retrospectively and futuristically, extrapolating a 2030 scenario. The conclusion is that if the current generation of librarians does not introduce radical changes in the role of libraries, their future is seriously threatened.
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Resumen

Se analiza la evolución de las bibliotecas en sus tres etapas de modernización, automatización y digitalización. Se presenta una fórmula para evaluar el grado de interés que las bibliotecas tienen para la sociedad, y se aplica tanto retrospectivamente como para extrapolar el posible escenario del año 2030. Se concluye que si la generación actual de bibliotecarios no es capaz de introducir cambios radicales en el papel de las bibliotecas, su continuidad está seriamente amenazada.
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1. Introduction

Sustainability is the capacity to endure over time. Libraries are among the institutions with the greatest longevity in our society, but the great technological changes that have affected them, especially since the advent of the internet and the digitization of information, have led many researchers to wonder about the future of libraries and whether such institutions continue to make sense. Recent studies include...
The sustainability of libraries can be evaluated according to the relationship established between the values added and their costs. Their physical persistence has been associated with physical documents, and particularly with printed books (Gauder, 2010), but our society is rapidly moving to an environment in which the information will be—or already is—primarily digital, probably more fragmented and flowing freely in the Network (Dempsey, 2012; Dillon, 2008). In an environment in which the object perceived as most associated with libraries—the printed book—tends to disappear, will the libraries that have preserved and made available those printed books to whoever wanted to use them also disappear?

The sustainability of libraries can be evaluated from the relationship established between the values added and their costs.

This paper aims to present a reflective exercise on the factors that make libraries interesting and attractive to the society that funds and sustains them. The first version of these ideas was presented at the Bobcatss conference (Anglada, 2014). In the following sections, a mathematical formula is proposed that reveals the sustainability of libraries in various historical periods based on the values assigned to its variables. The formula—which has explanatory and reflective, but not scientific, pretensions—makes it possible to determine, depending on the historical stage, if libraries are sustainable, i.e., if their social value exceeds their cost. The final result is highly correlated with the perception of the library as an institution, and we can conclude that the sustainability of libraries lies in the ability of librarians to show that the library provides values not limited to printed books or to physical documents.

2. Methodology: the sustainability formula

The proposed formula for the sustainability of libraries is the following:

\[
S = \frac{U - D + 2P}{C}
\]

Value    Use – Dysfunctions + (2 * Perception)  Cost    Cost

Sustainability = \frac{Value}{Cost} = \frac{Use – Dysfunctions + (2 * Perception)}{Cost}

Or, in an abbreviated form: \( S = (U - D + 2P) / C \)

Of course, this formula is not intended to be an expression of an exact law such as those of physics; it is rather a pre-text, an intellectual exercise or an academic amusement (whatever you want to call it), which helps us to make a serious analysis of the role of libraries in society. While we can easily understand the use (U) of libraries, we must specify what we mean by dysfunctions (D): we can define them as unfulfilled expectations, a contrast between expectations and reality (E - R). In the proposed exercise, variables can be assigned values between 1 and 5, in the most objective way possible considering each stage or historical moment. Inevitably, the assignment of values to variables always has a significant degree of subjectivity, but here we have based these values on facts and actual situations, duly reported in the professional literature.

Another methodological note before continuing. A division of the recent history of libraries into three major phases over the past 50 years is proposed:

- Mechanization, a period characterized by the construction of new buildings and mechanization of processes;
- Automation, in which networks of libraries were created, OPAC was introduced and union catalogues were created; and
- Digitization, in which electronic journals and books appeared and documents stored in libraries have been digitized (Buckland, 1992).

We set off from the hypothesis that the same stages and library events have taken place in all countries and in all library types, but not at the same time. Therefore, the different phases that libraries passed through to become automated are similar in each country, but they occurred in different years (Anglada, 2006).

3. Recent values assigned to the library sustainability formula

3.1. Mechanization stage

The action program for the phase that we have named Mechanization was relatively simple: to contain many books and modern furnishings in a renovated or new building and to use “mechanical” rather than “manual” technology (although in truth the technologies were electrical and electronic). The libraries incorporated new media (music records and cassettes, audio books, audiovisual materials for teaching, etc.), microformats were used to increase collection density, and technological innovations helped to modernize services (photocopiers for document delivery, telex and later fax to send interlibrary loan requests).

The Mechanization phase of library modernization that developed in Europe during the ‘60s—but did not reach Spain until the end of the ‘70s—assumed generally that libraries were the only place where everyone could find information (and besides for free). Public perception was highly positive and the operating cost was relatively low. In these circumstances, we estimate the values of the variables in the formula as follows: fairly high usage (U = 4), no dysfunctions because no one expected anything specific from libraries (D = 0), very good user perception (P = 4) and relatively low cost to funders (C = 3). The result of applying the sustainability formula (S = 4) argues that the sustainability of the modern (1970) mechanized library was high:

\[ S(1970) = \frac{(U - D + 2P)}{C} = \frac{(4 - 0 + 2*4)}{3} = 12/3 = 4 \]

3.2. Automation stage

This stage, which could also be called the computerization stage, is defined by the use of computers in libraries, which occurred experimentally in the early ‘70s and was definitively introduced in the ‘80s (Anglada, 2006). Libraries created networks (like OCLC) or cooperatives (PICA in Holland, etc.) to automate interlibrary loan requests and to use “mechanical” rather than “manual” technology (although in truth the technologies were electrical and electronic). The libraries incorporated new media (music records and cassettes, audio books, audiovisual materials for teaching, etc.), microformats were used to increase collection density, and technological innovations helped to modernize services (photocopiers for document delivery, telex and later fax to send interlibrary loan requests).

The Mechanization phase of library modernization that developed in Europe during the ‘60s—but did not reach Spain until the end of the ‘70s—assumed generally that libraries were the only place where everyone could find information (and besides for free). Public perception was highly positive and the operating cost was relatively low. In these circumstances, we estimate the values of the variables in the formula as follows: fairly high usage (U = 4), no dysfunctions because no one expected anything specific from libraries (D = 0), very good user perception (P = 4) and relatively low cost to funders (C = 3). The result of applying the sustainability formula (S = 4) argues that the sustainability of the modern (1970) mechanized library was high:

\[ S(1970) = \frac{(U - D + 2P)}{C} = \frac{(4 - 0 + 2*4)}{3} = 12/3 = 4 \]
Let’s assign values to the formula for this period: fairly high usage (U = 4), some dysfunctions due to technological limitations (D = 1) as, for example, online searches of remote databases incurred costs associated with connection time, as well as expensive and complicated telephone connections (Baiget, 1998). User perception was still good (P = 4) as they experienced improvements, but the cost was considerably higher due to the essential computer technology (C = 4). The result of applying the formula to the automated library of this stage still yields an acceptably high value (S = 2.75), although lower than that of the preceding stage.

\[
S (1990) = \frac{(U - D + 2P)}{C} = \frac{(4 - 1 + 2*4)}{4} = 11/4 = 2.75
\]

3.3. Digitization stage

The third stage began its development between the late 20th and early 21st century. The digitization stage, like all others, is characterized on the one hand by a disruptive innovation (Internet) and, on the other, by the developments of the preceding stage. It is redundant and obvious to point out that the Internet has caused and still is causing major changes in the way society is organized and people interact, but perhaps it is less evident that these changes are so recent that we cannot yet know how they will be consolidated.

As in the past, librarians have been proactive in the face of change and have been able to create new uses for libraries. At the same time, the speed of change has been so great that dysfunctions (previously defined as the difference between expectations and realities) have continued to increase. Let’s look at this in a little more detail.

We can start with the positive aspects, the legacy that our generation has been able to build. Starting with modernized/mechanized and computerized/automated libraries, librarians have explored new uses for library buildings and new roles for the profession. It is never easy to recreate the functionality of a space that has well-established applications, and even less easy to do so when these spaces are newly created. Perhaps the most intense changes have occurred in the public libraries, which were created as places for quiet, lonely, individual work and study, and today are offered as meeting places for socializing and sharing and active learning. Libraries are changing from being a space to store, locate and use books to places where people interact and socialize.

Recent professional literature has shown that the contributions of the public library are not limited to lending books. In economic crises, libraries emphasize their role in helping people (Gauder, 2010), fighting the digital divide by offering culture, entertainment and Internet connectivity for libraries are changing from being a space to store, locate and use books to places where people interact and socialize.
The fact that libraries carry out functions of assistance and intermediation that do not produce final results impose on them a permanent invisibility. This is very negative because they depend on public funding, and their future depends on the perception or mental image of libraries held by administrators and policymakers who allocate budgets (Varela-Prado; Baiget, 2012). Therefore, the efforts that libraries made in the past to show statistical data on resources (“holdings”) and usage (“circulation data”) must now show the value that libraries have for the entities that support them financially (Oakleaf, 2012; Gómez-Yáñez, 2014, Paños-Paños, 2011) and for the citizens who use them (Vakkari; Serola, 2012; Huysmans; Hillebrink, 2008). University libraries, meanwhile, have seen that their modernized buildings and computerized collections are not sufficient to continue to attract users and be useful to their institutions. This has led, on the one hand, to the physical transformation of the space but also to changes in the ways they support research. Traditionally this was done by building collections, but changes in scientific communication (both in methods and in practice) have required libraries to reorganize services and more actively support researchers. This can be done in the design and implementation of new functionalities, such as promoting Open Access, maintaining institutional repositories, helping researchers to make their work more visible on the Internet, facilitating the adoption of identifiers for authors and documents, etc. Other areas in which the profession has created new activities include information literacy, digitization of resources and the creation of digital libraries (such as Memòria Digital de Catalunya) and portals (such as Europeana or DART-Europe) using a federated distribution of tasks and the adoption of standards...

We have tried to show that the problem of libraries is not immobility, as they have resilience and ability to adapt to new environments. At a time of profound change they have known how to reorient and to propose new options that create new uses. But the emergence of new roles for libraries does not mean that all library services have evolved over time.

Previously we defined dysfunctions as unfulfilled expectations, as the difference between the expected and the reality.1 We have accumulated too many dysfunctions. Some are economic and make libraries less competitive (Coffman, 2012; Dempsey, 2012, Lewis, 2007); others are related to service design and make them less useful. I will not dwell too much on these dysfunctions but will mention three examples:

- How many times is the same book catalogued? More than once is too many. Librarians spent decades developing common cataloguing standards and practices, and standards for data transmission, but this has not prevented the same document from being catalogued by several people in different ways. While the former “only” has economic impact, the latter generates duplications in catalogues, resulting in system recovery failures.

- Library catalogues and automated systems were innovative in the ’80s, but have been stuck in outmoded practices. Users have adapted quickly to the ‘googlization’ of information and do not understand why they should have to look in different places to get a unique solution to an information need.

- Finally, despite the many social changes in recent decades, libraries have not sufficiently adapted their services to new expectations. Library hours should better respond to citizens’ nonwage and festive days, as well as adapting to this new form of communication that is social networking.

Given these considerations, we can assign values to the present moment. The usage is still quite high (U = 4) even though the library is no longer seen as the only place to find (free) information. As we have seen, dysfunctions increased (D = 2) and also increased the technology promises that cannot be met in the library at an everyday level. Perception is also gone in part because of past image (P = 3). Costs have increased but libraries have been able to increase productivity and savings thanks to cooperation and library consortia; we are doing more with less money, but what we do costs more (C = 4). The result of applying the formula to the Digital library (S = 2) shows a clear downward trend:

\[
S (2010) = \left( U - D + 2P \right) / C = \left( 4 - 2 + 2 \times 3 \right) / 4 = 8/4 = 2
\]

Two of the elements involved in the formula—costs and use—are fairly intuitive, but we have to justify the introduction of the element of ‘perception’ and the importance we assigned to it. Daniel Kahneman received the 2002 Nobel Prize in economics for showing, along with Amos Tversky, that many of the decisions people take are not based on probability calculation or reason but on cognitive biases or prejudices. These biases or stereotypes construct perceptions that are not always grounded in reality. In the words of Kahneman (2011, ch. 16, p. 223):

“…When the categories are social, these representations are called stereotypes. Some stereotypes are perniciously wrong, and hostile stereotyping can have dreadful consequences. But the psychological facts cannot be avoided: stereotypes, both correct and false, are how we think of categories.”

The contributions of cognitive psychology indicate that people make decisions motivated by mental frames (Lakoff, 2004) or perceptions, and not only by the facts or reality. This is also apparent in an OCLC study (De-Rosa; Johnson, 2008; Anglada, 2008) showing that the predisposition to
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vote for taxes to create libraries has little to do with their actual use:

“Significantly and surprisingly, library funding support is not driven by demographics, i.e., income, age, gender, race, political affiliation, etc.

[...] Library support is more about a mindset or an attitude than a traditional demographic profile”.

However, the general public mental image (perception) of libraries was forged over decades and, although they have pioneered ample use of new technologies, the image of libraries remains attached to the printed book. In 2005, 69% of Americans had this perception (De-Rosa, Cantrell, OCLC, 2005), and it had increased to 75% in 2010 (Gauder, 2010, p. 39).

In the past, this perception of the libraries gave them a high social value because the printed book was the only means of disseminating information and recording culture, and the library—a books warehouse—received the same value associated to information and culture. The development of the Internet has established a dissociation between the information itself and its supporting document. Information flows in the Network independent of its support, and its access cost (in user time and money) does nothing but decrease.

In the print world (which we are leaving) the public perception equating libraries with books was positive for libraries because books, or rather access to them, were limited (and the user’s time to access the information was abundant) (Dempsey, 2012). The change in the digital world is not in the carrier, but in the huge, nearly free flows of information in the Network. The information is displayed to the public as plentiful, and abundant things tend to be considered less valuable, less important. Libraries may end up being seen as useful only to preserve the past, ie the printed book, and consequently of little use to handle digital information. In the new environment, some traditional strengths of libraries are weakening.

The library has been steadily declining in importance in university budgets. According to the annual reports of 40 members of the American Research Libraries (ARL), the percentage of university spending in libraries decreased from 3.7% in 1984 to slightly less than 2% in 2009 (Davis, 2012). Surely, many libraries never had such a large university budget share as the ARL members, but surely they also are experiencing decreased spending as a trend.

At the same time, some classic library services are experiencing significant declines. Annual statistics from the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) show a decrease of more than 30% in loan transactions between 1998 and 2008. In the same period, the decline was significantly greater in reference inquiries made to librarians, a service traditionally associated with the university library (University Leadership Council, 2011).

Several studies have indicated a displacement of the starting point for literature searches. While the physical library or its catalogue were the classical mode, between 2003 and 2012 both lost importance in comparison with beginning searches in Internet search engines or specialized databases (Housewright, 2013). A recent survey of teachers and researchers from the universities of Catalonia showed that half of the respondents went first to a specialized database to start a literature search; the second option was Internet search engines (30%), followed by the library catalogue (17%) and the option of physically visiting the library, a residual 3% (Borrego, 2014).
5. Are libraries sustainable in a world of free, networked, digital information?

Let’s imagine that 15 years have elapsed and we are making a trip to a library in 2030. We ask one of the librarians to calculate the $S$ value for 2020.

That librarian of the future will probably tell us that in 2020 a large part of the professional and scientific journals were already available for free in digital format, there was a lot of quality information on the Internet, services provided through the Net were better than those provided by libraries, and libraries were becoming marginal resources with very high costs. The values of the variables could be: $U = 3$, $D = 2$, $P = 2$, $C = 4$, with a result of $S = 1.25$—namely, low sustainability.

$$S(2020) = \frac{(U - D + 2P)}{C} = \frac{(3 - 2 + 2*2)}{4} = 1.25$$

What if we asked our librarian to tell us about the situation in 2030? Perhaps we would hear that open access is a complete reality in the scientific world, that many services provide access to scientific, literary, promotional and leisure works for a clearly acceptable flat fee, and that Google’s successor finds needed documents with almost no margin of error... In this situation, the library stands as a resource with relatively high marginal costs. Let’s assign values: uses declining ($U = 2$), a similar degree of dysfunction ($D = 2$), low perception of usefulness ($P = 1$), and costs remain stable ($C = 4$). The value of $S$—less than one—indicates that libraries are unsustainable.

$$S(2030) = \frac{(U - D + 2P)}{C} = \frac{(2 - 2 + 2*1)}{4} = 0.5$$

Examining our recent past more closely, we can see that libraries have had some ability to reinvent themselves (participating in open access or information literacy, for example), attracting new uses. Costs have been contained by creating networks and consortia, and making joint purchases. They have had less influence in changing how society perceives them. It is difficult to accept the paradox that, while the public is fully immersed in the Information Society, the information professional is ignored. The name of the profession “librarian” inevitably confines it to what its name suggests: the four walls of the library.

The generation that started the modernization and automation stages of libraries made (ie, we made) the mistake of trying to raise our profile by emphasizing objects, the containers of information and data. We thought we were indispensable and dreamed of new names for a profession empowered by a time of change: information scientist, information architect, knowledge manager... We forgot that our true role is modest, that we are little more than ‘helpers’? in Infoland, a world of abundant and free-flowing information in which our role is not major, but secondary, information to reinvent themselves (participating in open access or information literacy, for example), attracting new uses. Costs have been contained by creating networks and consortia, and making joint purchases.

Rephrasing the title question: Who sustains libraries and why? Libraries are sustained by people through institutions and society in general because they believe, feel, intuit or think that libraries are important to them, because they have a positive perception of them. With the aforementionned studies seeking to show the added value of libraries, we can influence the rational thinking of citizens but changing their perception of libraries requires that we address their emotions.

But, are libraries really important to people? And how about the professionals who work in and out of them? Yes, we represent a unique point of view regarding information. We are not interested in the results (to get information), but in the process (to help people to find and use it). We do not want just any information (the most used) or only some users (those who can best use it): a library (the organization, not the building) seeks to collect and preserve all information for all and forever (Gorman, 2007). The library is closer to the people than to the document, because it seeks to put information at the service of people by providing tools and skills to be citizens (not lackeys) in a world where access to and use of information can be key elements of success or social exclusion.
We believe that society (still) needs the functions performed by libraries (and librarians), but does this make them immediately sustainable? The answer is no. And it will remain so unless we can soon establish a new stereotype of ‘library’ in people’s minds, one that is not based on the physicality of the buildings or books, but focuses on the role of support and assistance in the difficult process of using information and transforming it into knowledge. The creation of perceptions of a library and librarian that are associated with assistance regarding information is a contribution that has not yet been made.

The creation of this new perception certainly cannot be done by the players who participated in the modernization and automation of the libraries of the late 20th century. It remains to be performed by the current generation of young librarians, those who are inheriting renovated libraries but also a mental image that is associated with becoming less powerful for society. This is the challenge and responsibility for young librarians: to create a new perception of our profession.

Cristóbal Urbano proposed the term “friction differential”, which would be the difference in the costs of obtaining a piece of information in a library and getting the same information from other agents in the document chain. Thus, D (friction differential) would increase over time in relative terms, not absolute terms: libraries have improved accessibility, availability, etc., but at the same time other agents in the information chain (both commercial and social and collaborative on the Internet) have offered shortcuts and greater flexibility.

5. See, for example, “The one place where books have been free is libraries, whose existence is instructive in another way: We’ve had libraries for centuries and fund them with public dollars because we view books not just as entertainments, but as repositories of culture and knowledge.” Hughes, Evan. “Books don’t want to be free: How publishing escaped the cruel fate of other culture industries”. New republic, October 8th, 2013. http://www.newrepublic.com/article/115010/publishing-industry-thriving?utm_content=bufferd667&utm_source=buffer&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=Buffer

6. “No one can understand that a ‘librarian’ can act outside the library, and while this is repeated again and again, stubbornly librarians do not want to leave that label that will marginalize them for life, preventing them, for example, from working in companies that have no library.” Conversation with Tomàs Baiget, 2014.

7. I do not know what other word to use to refer to those professionals (like the librarian, or whatever one chooses to call them) whose function is to help others to achieve a given result. The library should be the organization that allows the citizen to be self-sufficient in information use. A seemingly paradoxical role of the librarian is to become unnecessary, to help people to search for the information they need.
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We must establish a new stereotype of ‘library’ in people’s minds, one that is not based on the physicality of the buildings and books, but on the role of support and assistance in the difficult process of using information and transforming it into knowledge.

Notes

1. This article is a transcript and expansion of the inaugural lecture delivered by the author at the 22nd Bobcatss conference in Barcelona, 29-31 January 2014, which had the motto of Library (r)evolution: Promoting sustainable information practices. Bobcatss is organized by Library and Information Science students, and this paper was addressed to them.


4. Perhaps this definition of “dysfunction” is insufficient.
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